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(U) The following information was obtained through FBI investigation and is provided in conjunction with the 

FBI’s statutory requirement to conduct victim notification as outlined in 42 USC § 10607. 

(U) The FBI is providing the following information with high confidence:  

SUMMARY 
  
(U)  In December 2013, a group of highly sophisticated hackers targeted a U.S. Company with an unidentified 
piece of malware that was later identified as "Stealer". While the exact nature of the attack has not been fully 
determined, it is known that these hackers were after technical systems manuals maintained by a U.S. Company. 
The "Stealer" malware was obtained after U.S. Company employees logged into a spoofed web portal that was 
under the hackers’ control.  
 
(U)  In connection with the previously described activity, an analysis was conducted on the three (3) core 
components of the "Stealer" malware. These components were found within a malicious dropper that, when 
executed, would save them to "%APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart" on the victim machine and then execute 
IntelRS.exe. The characteristics of the dropped files, which are analyzed below, are as follows: 
 

%APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\IntelRS.exe 
MD5:  feb6341a1e0f7c2f886e3644620a4cfe 
SHA1: c92b4ca5743ff868fa2848e3dba5eb9f788ce068 
Type: PE32 executable for MS Windows (GUI) Intel 80386 
 
%APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\RapidStartTech.stl 
MD5:  c90da996c9d1192ef2b603b4ce027f49 
SHA1: 19a4a8179f56c92ab307b5eea793f8ff4351ae94 
Type: ASCII text, with CRLF line terminators 
 
%APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\IntelRS.exe.config 
MD5:  cf71d3f95a46b3e2e9551db8cd2f4146 
SHA1: 4d45c2ef4c0d2f6142459fd0694c5482cf6deb9c 
Type: XML document text 

 
(U)  The analysis of the aforementioned binaries determined that they work together to form a malicious trojan 
which is most likely known to its creators as "Stealer". When executed, the malware repeatedly collects 
information from the host system and sends it to a remote server using the File Transfer Protocol (FTP). 
"Stealer" itself is composed of the core executable (IntelRS.exe), an encoded configuration file 
(RapidStartTech.stl), and a benign .Net application configuration file (IntelRS.exe.config). However, upon 
execution, two additional files embedded within IntelRS.exe are saved to the victim system and a third is 
downloaded from a server specified in the configuration file.
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These additional files have the following characteristics: 

Path:  %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\AppTransferWiz.dll 
MD5:   fb952ee5bea868b99d74b93d82fdf71f 
SHA1:  12aba6681f2f7a121688a76e121d3200bf210186 
Type:  PE32 executable for MS Windows (DLL) Intel 80386 

Path:  %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\DelphiNative.dll 
MD5:   05ea4103354c54489a542a6ee3696e5e 
SHA1:  2abb898917d04772682e1d5c1bd5fe798a40edf6 
Type:  PE32 executable for MS Windows (DLL) Intel 80386 

Path:  %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\sqlite3.dll 
Note:  This file is downloaded from a remote drop site and 
its characteristics are subject to change. 

(U)  The data that is exfiltrated from the infected host are encrypted files containing general system 
information and data that is stored by common web browsers and instant messaging (IM) programs. 
Specifically, "Stealer" targets the Firefox, Opera, Chrome, and Internet Explorer (IE) web browsers as well as 
the Pidgin, Skype, GTalk, and Yahoo Messenger instant messaging (IM) programs. As this data is collected, it 
is kept in memory and only written to the victim's hard drive after it has been encrypted. These files are 
then temporarily stored in "%APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\ume" and deleted once they have been 
exfiltrated. In addition, "Stealer" may also collect and exfil periodic screenshots and keystroke data. All of 
the encrypted files that are temporarily stored, or staged, within the "ume" directory and are named in such 
a way to identify the type of data it contains. 

(U)  "Stealer" is capable of communicating with two (2) possible FTP servers during its execution. The first, 
which is hard coded into AppTransferWiz.dll, is hosted at "intel-update.com" 21/TCP, username "neol", and 
password "nativemanager". All general system information, i.e. staged files starting with "SysInfo", are 
uploaded to the root directory of this site. The second server is the parameter specified in the first line of 
the configuration file. This site is the primary exfiltration server and all collected data is sent there. This site 
is also used to obtain sqlite3.dll which is needed when extracting data from all known web browsers except 
for IE. The server specified within the configuration file described above is hosted at "office.windows-
essentials.tk" 80/TCP using the username "windows" and password "microsoft". 

TECHNICAL DETAILS 

(U)  The following is a detailed analysis of the pertinent files that are associated with the "Stealer" malware: 

(U) Analysis of IntelRS.exe: 

Name: %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\IntelRS.exe 
MD5: feb6341a1e0f7c2f886e3644620a4cfe 
SHA1: c92b4ca5743ff868fa2848e3dba5eb9f788ce068 
File Type: PE32 executable for MS Windows Intel 80386 
Size: 226304 
Linker Date: 2013-11-24 12:07:40 UTC 
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Compression: None 
Compiler: Microsoft Visual Studio 

(U)  IntelRS.exe is the core component of "Stealer". It configures the environment for execution and collects 
the desired information from the infected system, common web browsers, and IM programs. Once this data 
is collected, it is encrypted and temporarily stored in a staging directory to await exfiltration by the 
"Stealer's" transfer component. 

(U)  Configuration of the victim system occurs immediately upon executing IntelRS.exe. This phase ensures 
that its local working directory, "%APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart", exists and that it contains the required 
configuration file, "RapidStartTech.stl". The configuration file, which is a text file containing several Base64 
encoded parameters, is subsequently parsed by IntelRS.exe and used to configure "Stealer". (A detailed 
description of the configuration file is provided below.) After IntelRS.exe has finished processing this file, it 
creates the staging directory which is to hold data waiting to be exfiltrated. This directory is hard coded to 
be "%APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\ume". 

(U)  Following its configuration, IntelRS.exe continues to initialize its environment by saving 2 additional files 
to the local working directory. These files are embedded within IntelRS.exe and can be found within its .Net 
resource section. The first file saved is DelphiNative.dll and contains 3 helper functions which are used by 
IntelRS.exe when collecting information. The second file, AppTransferWiz.dll, is the component responsible 
for exfiltrating files from the staging directory to the configured drop sites. With these dependencies now 
available, AppTransferWiz.dll is launched by using "rundll32.exe" to execute the function assigned to ordinal 
value #110. The ordinal value is a numeric identifier that is assigned to functions that are exported or 
provided by a Dynamically Linked Library (DLL). It should be noted that execution of AppTransferWiz.dll 
results in a third dependency, sqlite3.dll, being downloaded and saved to the local working directory. 
Additional details regarding how this file is downloaded is contained within the analysis of 
AppTransferWiz.dll. 

(U)  Once the exfiltration component is running, IntelRS.exe proceeds to launch the 2 remaining "Stealer" 
components. These components collect periodic screenshots and keystroke information based on settings 
specified in the configuration file. While the logic of these components is contained within IntelRS.exe, they 
are launched as separate execution threads that run in the background while the core component proceeds 
to collect and stage information from the operating system (OS) and other known programs. 

(U)  With all of the components now running, IntelRS.exe determines if it has previously collected 
information by checking if the system is configured to launch IntelRS.exe during system startup. This is done 
by checking if HKLM or HKCU contains the registry key 
"SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\IntelRapidStart" and that its data value is the proper 
execution path for IntelRS.exe. The specific registry hive being checked depends on if IntelRS.exe was 
executed with Administrative privileges (HKLM) or a standard user (HKCU). If this check succeeds and the 
system is configured to launch IntelRS.exe, it assumes that it has already collected the information and 
enters an idle state while allowing the remaining components to run. 

(U)  If IntelRS.exe finds that is has yet to collect system information, it prepares to collect this data from 
various parts of the system. However, as previously indicated, IntelRS.exe needs sqlite3.dll to collect 
browser information stored by Firefox, Chrome, and Opera. If the local working directory already contains 
this file, it simply proceeds to collect data after ensuring that sqlite3.dll is larger than approximately 290KB 
in size. While not foolproof, this file size check is believed to be a simple sanity check to ensure that the file 
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is most likely valid. If sqlite3.dll does not exist, IntelRS.exe enters an idle state while it waits for it to become 
available at which point IntelRS.exe will be notified by AppTransferWiz.dll. 

(U)  At this point, IntelRS.exe is able to proceed with collecting information from the host machine. This 
information is stored in memory as XML files and only written to the staging directory after being encrypted. 
This analysis found that several types of files may be written to the staging directory. Each of these files is 
named in a manner that indicates the type of data contained within it, the infected machine's hostname, 
and the date and time the file was created. The date/time is formatted as "yyyyMMdd_hhmm", where 
"yyyy" is the 4-digit year, "MM" is the 2-digit month, "dd" is the 2-digit year, "hh" is the 2-digit hour using a 
12-hour clock, and "mm" is the 2-digit minute. The possible types of files that are saved to the staging 
directory are as follows: 

1. "Pass_{system_name}_yyyyMMdd_hhmm.Enc" 
 
(U)  Contains user credentials that have been saved by Firefox, Chrome, Opera, and IE. However, 
data from 3 of these browsers (Firefox, Chrome, and Opera) is only extracted if sqlite3.dll exists 
within the local working directory or was successfully obtained by AppTransferWiz.dll. 
Furthermore, if the system is running Windows version 6 (Vista) or later attempts will be made 
to extract user credentials saved by IE. 
 
(U)  It should be noted that while IntelRS.exe attempts to extract credentials from IE, this will be 
unsuccessful unless being executed in a Windows 8 environment. As described in the analysis of 
GetIEAccounts() below, which is provided by  DelphiNative.dll, this is the result of being coded in 
a way that only supports Windows 8. 
 

2. "SysInfo_{system_name}_yyyyMMdd_hhmm.Enc" 
 
(U)  Contains various Windows settings from the system. This includes the system name, the 
username that executed IntelRS.exe, the configured time zone, the languages installed into 
Windows, the configured IP addresses, open TCP ports, installed applications, and currently 
running processes. If the system is running Windows Vista or later, "Stealer" will attempt to 
recover usernames that have been stored by the user and/or system. This is done by executing 
the GetRDPAccounts() function provided by DelphiNative.dll (see below). 
 
(U)  In addition to that described above, IntelRS.exe also attempts to extract proxy settings from 
the free proxy client, Proxifier. It specifically looks for user credentials and the proxy location 
from the Proxifier settings file, "%APPDATA%\Proxifier\Profiles\Default.ppx". 
 

3. "Messenger_{system_name}_yyyyMMdd_hhmm.Enc" 
 
(U)  Contains user credentials for IM accounts used by Pidgin, Yahoo Messenger, GTalk, and 
Skype. 
 

4. "Browser_{system_name}_yyyyMMdd_hhmm.Enc" 
 
(U)  Contains the executing user's browsing history, web cookies, and bookmarks. Additionally, 
proxy settings will be collected from Chrome, Opera, and IE, but the manner in which these are 
obtained will only provide the proxy settings for IE. This is because "Stealer" opens 
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"www.microsoft.com" using IE and extracts the proxy settings that are automatically inserted 
into the web request by the operating system (OS). Much like collecting the user credentials, 
information from Firefox, Chrome, and Opera is only collected if the sqlite3.dll is available. 

(U)  Note: Two additional types of files are also saved to the staging directory, but these are collected by the 
keylogging and screenshot components of "Stealer" which is described below. 

(U)  Prior to saving collected data to the staging directory, it is encrypted using the Rinjdael cipher and a 
256-bit key. This key, and the 128-bit initialization vector (IV), is obtained from RSA's Password-Based Key 
Derivation Function 2 (PBKDF2) which is initialized using the hard coded password "HavijeBaba" and salt 
"salam!*%#". The key is then the first 256-bits read from the PBKDF2 whereas the next 128-bits is the IV. 
Encryption of the data is done while operating in cipher-block chaining (CBC) mode. 

(U)  At this point, the core component has finished collecting the desired data and staging it for exfiltration. 
IntelRS.exe now checks its configuration and potentially modifies the system's registry to launch itself during 
system startup. As previously described, this is done by adding a registry key to the "Run" subkey buried 
within HKLM or HKCU hive. 

(U)  IntelRS.exe has now carried out its instructions and enters an idle state while allowing the other 
components to run. 

(U)  "Stealer" Keylog Component: 

(U)  Keylog collection for "Stealer" is a separate component that is launched as a thread by IntelRS.exe. This 
component continually captures keystrokes and saves the data in memory until it is encrypted and staged 
based on parameters in the configuration file. The collected data can be staged once it has reached a 
specified size or after a specified amount of time has elapsed. Regardless of what these settings are, this 
component checks for keystrokes every 2ms and checks every second to see if the limiting thresholds have 
been reached. In addition to the keylog data, the active process and window name is logged, as well as the 
URL and webpage title if the active process is a web browser. Staged keystroke data is encrypted using the 
previously described method and subsequently saved to the staging directory as 
"log_{system_name}_yyyyMMdd_hhmm.Enc". 

(U)  "Stealer" Screenshot Component: 

(U)  Much like the keylog component, the screenshot component is also launched as a separate thread by 
IntelRS.exe. This component takes periodic screenshots of the infected system and stages them as 
encrypted PNG files. How often these screenshots are taken and how many are taken are specified in the 
configuration file. Staged keystroke data is encrypted using the previously described method and 
subsequently saved to the staging directory as "Img_{system_name}_yyyyMMdd_hhmm.Enc". 

(U)  Analysis of AppTransferWiz.dll: 

Name: %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\AppTransferWiz.dll 
MD5: fb952ee5bea868b99d74b93d82fdf71f 
SHA1: 12aba6681f2f7a121688a76e121d3200bf210186 
File Type: PE32 executable for MS Windows (DLL) Intel 80386 
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Size: 54272 
Linker Date: 1992-06-19 22:22:17 UTC 
Compression: None 
Compiler: Delphi 
Mutant: RapidStartu 
Exports: StartBypass() 

(U)  AppTransferWiz.dll is the exfiltration component of "Stealer". Every thirty (30) seconds, this component 
scans the encrypted files within the staging directory and uploads them to 2 possible remote sites using FTP. 
As previously described, AppTransferWiz.dll is launched by IntelRS.exe when it uses "rundll32.exe" to 
execute the exported function assigned to ordinal value 110. With respect to this variant of 
AppTransferWiz.dll, this results in the execution of "StartBypass()". 

 (U)  In order to ensure that the exfiltration component is only running once, AppTransferWiz.dll checks for 
the existance of the "RapidStartu" mutant (or mutex). If this mutant exists, AppTransferWiz.dll assumes that 
another instance is already running and it terminates. 

(U)  The process to exfiltrate information starts with AppTransferWiz.dll configuring itself using the first two 
lines of the configuration file. The first line contains the IP address (or hostname), the port, and user 
credentials for the remote drop site whereas the second is a remote directory name on the drop site that 
will store all exfiltrated data pertaining to this specific configuration. Since this version of "Stealer" could 
potentially infect several machines, the remote working directory is a subdirectory named after the infected 
computer's NetBIOS name. If the NetBIOS name is unavailable, AppTransferWiz.dll will use the executing 
user's username or "unknown" as a last resort. 

(U)  Once AppTransferWiz.dll reads its configuration file, it enters the first stage of the exfiltration process 
which uploads the staged system information file, i.e. those starting with "SysInfo", to a FTP server hosted 
on "intel-update.com" 21/TCP using the username and password "neol" and "nativemanager", respectively. 
This site is hard coded into AppTransferWiz.dll. If by chance the staging directory contains multiple "SysInfo" 
files, only the first "SysInfo" file when sorted is uploaded. 

(U)  The second stage of data exfiltration begins by connecting to the drop site specified in the configuration 
file. Once connected, sqlite3.dll is downloaded and IntelRS.exe is notified that the file is now available. If this 
file already exists, this step is skipped and AppTransferWiz.dll proceeds to ensure that the previously 
described directory that will contain all the exfiltrated data from the system exists. If this directory contains 
a file entitled "kill.me", the "Stealer" configuration file will be deleted which essentially renders it safe. It 
should be noted that if the configuration file is deleted, "Stealer" continues to execute, but just ceases to 
exfiltrate data. 

(U)  As a last step, AppTransferWiz.dll uploads all files from the staging directory to the remote drop site and 
then deletes the staged file from the infected machine. After disconnecting from the drop site, the binary 
waits 30 seconds before returning to read the configuration file and starting the process over. Analysis 
indicates that nothing terminates the exfiltration component once it has been started. 
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(U)  Analysis of DelphiNative.dll: 

Name: %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\DelphiNative.dll 
MD5: 05ea4103354c54489a542a6ee3696e5e 
SHA1: 2abb898917d04772682e1d5c1bd5fe798a40edf6 
File Type: PE32 executable for MS Windows (DLL) Intel 80386 
Size: 49152 
Linker Date: 1992-06-19 22:22:17 UTC 
Compression: None 
Compiler: Delphi 
Exports: GetActiveWindowsUrl() 
                GetIEAccounts() 
                GetRDPAccounts() 

(U)  DelphiNative.dll is a dependency of IntelRS.exe and used when collecting some information from 
Windows and IE. As previously stated, this binary is embedded within IntelRS.exe and saved to the victim 
machine shortly after IntelRS.exe is executed. Being that DelphiNative.dll by itself is benign and only 
provides functionality to IntelRS.exe, the following are summaries of the exported functions. 

(U)  GetActiveWindowsUrl(): 

(U)  The GetActiveWindowsUrl() function retrieves the current URL and web page title if the currently active 
window is a web browser. This function specifically checks if the current process is "iexplore.exe", 
"mozilla.exe", "firefox.exe", "netscp6.exe", "netscape.exe", "mosaic.exe", or "opera.exe" and extracts the 
information using Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) objects. If the process name is "chrome.exe", the 
information is obtained by Windows message passing using "SendMessage()". 

(U)  GetIEAccounts(): 

(U)  The GetIEAccounts() function uses an undocumented API to access the Windows Vault and extract user 
credentials saved by IE 10 and later. Specifically, it opens the user's Vault, {4BF4C442-9B8A-41A0-B380-
DD4A704DDB28}, and looks for items created with the Windows Web Password Credentials schema, 
{3CCD5499-87A8-4B10-A215-608888DD3B55}. This ultimately ends up being user credentials stored by IE. 
However, due to how this function was designed, it only works properly when executed on a system running 
Windows 8. This is a result of Windows Vault items being changed between Windows 7 and 8. 

(U)  The Windows Vault, which was added in Windows 7, was meant to replace the Credential Manager 
found in earlier versions of Windows. It is protected storage for user or system secrets, passwords, network 
keys, web passwords, and other personal information. Data that is stored within the vault is structured and 
represents a set of records belonging to a certain schema. The schema is what describes the type of data 
and attributes that can be saved as an item within the Vault. 

(U)  GetRDPAccounts(): 

(U)  Unlike what the function name indicates, GetRDPAccounts() uses the undocumented Vault API to access 
credentials saved within all available Windows Vaults. It iterates through each of the known Vaults and 
extracts the resources and usernames. The resource name is what connects a particular user credential to a 
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specific web site, program, or user identity. GetRDPAccounts() is also able to support Vault structures for 
both Windows 7 and 8. It should be noted that this function does not extract the passwords maintained 
within the Vault. 

(U)  Based on the fact that GetIEAccounts() only supports Vault structures for Windows 8 while 
GetRDPAccounts() supports Windows 7 and 8, it is highly likely that the logic of these functions was 
obtained via open source methods and those creating "Stealer" do not have a full understanding of how it 
works. 

(U)  Analysis of RapidStartTech.stl: 

Name: %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\RapidStartTech.stl 
MD5: c90da996c9d1192ef2b603b4ce027f49 
SHA1: 19a4a8179f56c92ab307b5eea793f8ff4351ae94 
File Type: ASCII text, with CRLF line terminators 

(U)  RapidStartTech.stl is the "Stealer" configuration file that is used by IntelRS.exe and AppTransferWiz.dll. 
It is an ASCII text file where each line is a Base64 encoded parameter that controls how "Stealer" operates. 
The following is a description of each line in the configuration and its decoded setting as determined in this 
analysis: 

1. Remote Drop Site 
Value: "office.windows-essentials.tk,80,windows,microsoft" 
 
(U)  The primary drop site that all exfiltrated data is uploaded to using FTP. As indicated above, 
the format for this parameter is "{host},{port},{username},{password}". 
 

2. Root Directory 
Value: "amadi\" 
 
(U)  The root directory on the remote drop site that will contain all exfiltrated data pertaining to 
this specific configuration. This directory will most likely contain several sub-directories that are 
named after either the infected computer's NetBIOS name, the executing user's username, or 
"unknown". 
 

3. Primary Executable 
Value: "IntelRS.exe" 
 

4. Secondary Executable 
Value: "" 
 
(U)  While not specifically discussed in this analysis, these values are used by the malicious 
dropper that saves and launches "Stealer". Once these files are saved, the dropper executes the 
file specified in line 3 of the configuration. If a value exists in line 4, the dropper will copy that 
file to the victim system's "%TEMP%" directory and execute that as well. Based on the analysis 
of other "Stealer" variants, this secondary executable parameter has been used to open a 
benign document, image, or executable for the victim user. 
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5. Unknown Purpose 
Value: "False" 
 

6. Unknown Purpose 
Value: "False" 
 
(U)  This analysis did not provide a purpose for these configuration parameters. 
 

7. startupEnabled 
Value: "True" 
 
(U)  This true/false flag indicates whether or not "Stealer" should configure the victim machine 
to launch itself during system startup. 
 

8. keyloggerEnabled 
Value: "True" 
 
(U)  This true/false flag indicates whether or not IntelRS.exe should launch the "Stealer" key 
logging component. 
 

9. screenshotEnabled 
Value: "True" 
 
(U)  This true/false flag indicates whether or not IntelRS.exe should launch the "Stealer" 
screenshot component. 
 

10. keyLoggerValue 
Value: "1" 
 

11. keyLogIsLimitedBySize 
Value: "True" 
 
(U)  These values are used by the key logging component to determine how often collected 
keystroke data is staged and eventually exfiltrated. If line 11 is "True", keylog data is staged once 
the number of kilobytes specified in keyLoggerValue (line 10) is collected. If 
keyLogIsLimitedBySize is "False" then the data is staged based on the number of seconds 
specified in keyLoggerValue. 
 

12. Unknown Purpose 
Value: "" 
 
(U)  This analysis did not provide a purpose for this configuration parameter. 
 

13. screenInterval 
Value: "3600" 

14. screenCounter 
Value: "1" 
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(U)  These values are used by the screenshot component to determine how many total 
screenshots are taken (screenCounter) and how often they are taken (screenInterval). 
 

15. Unknown Purpose 
Value: "" 
 

16. Unknown Purpose 
Value: "End" 
 
(U)  This analysis did not provide a purpose for these configuration parameters. 

(U)  Malware Artifacts: 

(U)  The following is a summary of the artifacts that could be used to identify the existence of the "Stealer" 
malware that is described above. This is not an all inclusive list and primarily focuses on artifacts that are not 
removed by the malware during its normal operations. 

(U) Filesystem Indicators: 

 %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\ 
 %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\IntelRS.exe 
 %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\IntelRS.exe.config 
 %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\RapidStartTech.stl 
 %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\AppTransferWiz.dll 
 %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\DelphiNative.dll 
 %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\sqlite3.dll 
 %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\ume\ 

(U) Mutant Indicators: 

 RapidStartu 

(U) Registry Indicators: 

Key:   HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run 
Name:  IntelRapidStart 
Value: %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\IntelRS.exe 

Key:   HKCU\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run 
Name:  IntelRapidStart 
Value: %APPDATA%\IntelRapidStart\IntelRS.exe 

(U) Network Indicators: 

Host: intel-update.com 21/TCP 
Type: FTP traffic 
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User: neol 
Pass: nativemanager 

Host: office.windows-essentials.tk 80/TCP 
Type: FTP traffic 
User: windows 
Pass: microsoft 

POINT OF CONTACT 

Please contact the FBI with any questions related to this FLASH report at either your local CTF or  
FBI CYWATCH: Email: cywatch@ic.fbi.gov or Voice: +1-855-292-3937 

 


